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1 Introduction

Without intensive reading of abstracts by experts, it is almost impossible to decide if a given MEDLINE
record is a target article or not. However, there may be a way to reduce the hard task of experts
in selecting right articles from MEDLINE. For this purpose, we have developed an intelligent tool
for selecting MEDLINE abstracts whose mechanism is based on the iterative method proposed in
the paper [3]. This paper reports that, with this intelligent system, 90% of target abstracts can be
selected while leaving half amount of abstracts unread with the assistance of the machine learning
system BONSAI [1].

2 System Overview

Fig. 1 shows the overview of the system working behind the tool. The system searches MEDLINE and
gets a set A of abstracts which contain the keywords previously inputted by the expert. Moreover, the
experts select more specific set S of abstracts from the set A. Then, the experts read the abstracts in
the set S carefully in order to divide the set S into two sets POS and NEG and reflect their knowledge
by assigning a character to each of words in the set S (this task is called “rough reading”[3]). The
converted abstract file Converted K is going to be divided into two files POS candidate and NEG
candidate by applying the rule found by BONSAI from the two files, Converted POS and Converted
NEG. The tool lets the file POS candidate be the file S and lets the file NEG candidate be the file K
and repeats the actions above until the aim of experts is satisfied. Fig. 2 is a screen shot of the tool.

One of our future work is to develop the tool as shown in [2] which can explicitly indicate sentences
in the abstract in which experts will be interested.
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Figure 1: System overview.

Figure 2: A screen shot of the tool.
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